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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Background: Finding an effective, non-pharmacological approach to treat opioid withdrawal could
remove some of the barriers associated with pharmacotherapy. The BRIDGE® is a noninvasive,
percutaneous electrical nerve field stimulator developed to target pain. Objectives: This pilot study
aimed to determine (1) the effects of the BRIDGE on withdrawal scores during the induction phase
of opioid withdrawal therapy, (2) the percentage of subjects who successfully transitioned to
medication assisted therapy (MAT). Methods: Adult patients treated with the BRIDGE during
medically supervised withdrawal were included in this open label, uncontrolled, and retrospective
study. The clinical opioid withdrawal scale (COWS) scores were prospectively recorded at different
intervals (20, 30, and 60 min) and analyzed retrospectively. A subset of patients had scores
recorded 5-days post-BRIDGE. Those who returned to the clinic and received their first dose of
maintenance medication were considered to be successfully transitioned. Results: In this cohort
(n=73), 65% were male. The mean COWS score prior to BRIDGE placement was 20.1 (±6.1). Twenty
minutes after BRIDGE placement, the mean score was reduced to 7.5 (±5.9) (62.7% reduction,
p<0.001). The scores further decreased after 30 minutes 4.0 (±4.4) and 60 minutes 3.1 (±3.4)
(84.6% reduction, p<0.001). No rescue medications were administered during this period. The
mean withdrawal score on day 5 was 0.6 (97.1% reduction, p<0.001) (n=33). Overall, 64/73
patients (88.8%) successfully transitioned to MAT. Conclusions: Neurostimulation with the
BRIDGE is associated with a reduction in opioid withdrawal scores. This effect persisted during
the induction period and allowed for effective transition to MAT.
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Introduction
Opioid addiction is a serious public health issue that
negatively impacts many communities around the
world. There are as many as 36 million people misuse
opioids worldwide.(1) In 2013, it was estimated that in
the United States, approximately 1.9 million people
suffered from substance use disorders related to prescription opioid pain relievers and close to 517,000
were addicted to heroin.(2) Addressing strategies for
addiction treatment and recovery has become a major
priority for government agencies given the substantial
impact on health, social, and economic welfare. The
challenges associated with treatment are many, including access, variations in patient needs, education and
available treatment options for both the initial phase of
treatment and maintenance.(3–6)
Abrupt discontinuation of heroin or an opioid receptor
agonist in order to transition to an opioid antagonist, such
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as naltrexone, requires an “induction phase” with medical
supervision to properly control symptoms. Successful completion of the induction phase is critical, since it allows for
transition to long term, medication-assisted therapy
(MAT), as well as behavioral interventions. These are key
components of the long-term recovery process. The initial
treatment can take place in the inpatient or outpatient
setting, each presenting its own set of challenges.(7) In
general, however, it appears that patients are more likely
to leave treatment prematurely when opioid withdrawal
symptoms are not appropriately managed. Pain associated
with withdrawal is often a major reason for patients opting
out of treatment.(8)
Until now, pharmacotherapy has been the mainstay for
the induction phase of treatment of opioid withdrawal with
varying degrees of success.(9–15) A recent strategy in
healthcare reform has been to expand access by integrating
drug treatment into primary care settings.(16) This has
been challenging for many reasons including limited
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availability of licensed physicians that can prescribe pharmacotherapy.(17) Also, certain treatment options, such as
opioid receptor antagonists, cannot be prescribed until
patients have successfully completed medically supervised
withdrawal due to the risk of inducing a precipitated withdrawal.(18) Currently, an estimated 80% of individuals
with an opioid use disorder are not able to get treatment.
(19) Thus, finding an effective, non-pharmacological
approach that would: 1) require minimal training, 2) be
available to physicians and advanced care providers, 3)
have minimal to no side-effects, and 4) remove the fear of
inducing a precipitated withdrawal would be critical in
improving and expanding treatment for opioid addiction.
Anecdotal evidence exists for the rapid and effective
attenuation of signs and symptoms associated with opioid
withdrawal through neurostimulation using the BRIDGE®
device. This FDA-cleared device is a percutaneous, auricular field stimulator (Innovative Health Solutions, Versailles,
IN, USA) developed to alleviate pain through stimulation
of peripheral cranial neurovascular bundles in the external
ear that could potentially gain access to brain areas
involved in fear, pain, and nociception.(20,21).
The development of withdrawal symptoms such as
dysphoria, emotional distress, pain, and sleep disturbances has been proposed to result from several potential
mechanisms. A recent study involving brain imaging
during acute precipitated opioid withdrawal demonstrated increased neural activity in certain brain regions
including right pregenual cingulate, putamen, and bilateral caudate.(22) The aversive and anxiety-like state during withdrawal is thought to involve stress-related
systems such as noradrenergic pathways. Thus, drugs
such as clonidine that inhibit noradrenergic release are
often effective in the treatment of heroin withdrawal.(23)
HPA axis activation with elevated adrenocorticotropin
hormone, corticosterone, and CRF in limbic brain regions
has also been documented during withdrawal.(24,25)
Similarly, decreases in serotonergic transmission in the
nucleus accumbens and decreases dopamine activity in
the mesolimbic system have been reported during withdrawal in animal models.(26,27).
The external ear contains branches of cranial nerves
that project to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) (28,29)
which communicates with other brain structures involved
in autonomic control and pain including the amygdala.
(30,31). The extended amygdala has been shown to play
an important role in not only fear conditioning and pain
processing, but also in processing the negative emotional
state of withdrawal.(32–34). Unpublished data from our
laboratory using extracellular recordings from single cells
in the rat amygdala before and during neurostimulation
with the BRIDGE device showed a 65% reduction in the
baseline firing of neurons in the central nucleus of the

amygdala and a 56% decrease in response to somatic
stimulation after just 15 minutes.(35) This suggests a
possible mechanism involving neuromodulation of limbic
structures that could help alleviate symptoms of withdrawal and offer a noninvasive, drug free alternative.
Thus, we aimed to investigate the effects of the
BRIDGE device during the induction phase of opioid
withdrawal therapy in an outpatient setting. We
hypothesized that treatment with this device would
decrease withdrawal scores effectively and rapidly and
that this would translate into a high rate of success in
transitioning patients to MAT.

Methods
Adult patients (≥18 years old) who met DSM-IV criteria for opioid dependence and voluntarily presented
to outpatient drug treatment clinics between June
2015 and July 2016 were included in this retrospective
study. Inclusion criteria included a minimum age of
18 y/o and a history of dependence on heroin or other
opioids including prescription narcotics, methadone,
and buprenorphine/naloxone. Patients were excluded
if they reported a history of dependence on alcohol,
pregnancy, or inability to consent to the treatment. A
history of benzodiazepines use was not a contraindication to BRIDGE placement. Participating clinics
located across five states provided data from patients
treated with the BRIDGE: St. Louis, MO,(27) Liberty,
IN,(13) Florence, KY,(12) Anchorage, AK,(9) Rising
Sun, IN,(6) Richmond, IN,(2) Dayton, OH,(2) and
Indianapolis, IN.(2) Six of the eight clinics were private clinics, and all of them were chosen to participate
because the BRIDGE had been utilized as the standard
of clinical care in the initial treatment of opioid withdrawal (Table 1). The participating treatment centers
provided individualized evaluation, stabilization, and
treatment with a team of physicians, nurses, counselors, and case managers. Variations exist among the
Table 1. Patient demographics and drug use characteristics.
Age in years (SD)
Gender (%)
Male
Female
Duration of Drug Use in Months (SD)
Opioids Used (%)
Heroin
Prescription Narcotics
Buprenorphine/naloxone
Methadone
Presence of Poly-drug Use (%)
Marijuana
Benzodiazepines
Cocaine
Alcohol

32.9 (9.4)
48 (65)
25 (35)
70 (55)
50
23
24
7

(68)
(31)
(33)
(9)

15
13
2
0

(21)
(18)
(.03)
(0)
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eight outpatient clinics with an approximate daily
census ranging from 4 to 25 patients.
Seventy-three medical records were reviewed,
reflecting every opioid-dependent individual who was
voluntarily treated with the BRIDGE. Data obtained
from all subjects such as demographics and history
that included age, gender, approximate length of addiction, and substances used were obtained from chart
review (Table 1). Urine analysis to screen for concomitant use of other substances was performed prior to
start of treatment in all patients (Table 1).
As part of the treatment protocol in using the
BRIDGE device, initial Clinical Opioid Withdrawal
Scale (COWS) scores are recorded at baseline and at
three other time intervals (20, 30, and 60 minutes) in all
patients. These scores were extracted from the chart
along with scores recorded at 5-day post-BRIDGE placement when available. The scores range from 0 to 48
and are rated as mild,(5–12) moderate,(13–24) moderately severe,(25–36) or severe (>36).(36)
BRIDGE stimulating protocol
All providers received training regarding BRIDGE placement through an online module and then through a
site visit from I-H-S training representatives. The
device is packaged with all the necessary supplies for
proper placement. In all participating clinics, the
BRIDGE was placed as per standard protocol. In brief,
the ear was cleaned with alcohol wipes and transilluminated to identify neurovascular bundles that are to
be avoided during needle implantation. The generator
was attached with adhesive to the skin behind the ear
just over the mastoid process. There are four leads that
come off the generator, each with sterile 2mm, titanium
needles that are inserted into the dorsal and ventral
aspects of the ear. The array was place in four general
areas within 1–1.5mm of the visible arterial branches to
create a field effect (see Figure 1). The BRIDGE delivers
3.2V with alternating frequencies of stimulation and
has a battery life of 5 days.
The majority of patients were observed after
BRIDGE placement and sent home after symptoms of
withdrawal were relieved, usually after the first hour.
The use of any rescue medications during the first hour
of neurostimulation with the BRIDGE, including antipsychotics, narcotics, or benzodiazepines, was also
recorded. Part of the discharge instructions given to
patients emphasizes that the BRIDGE is not a cure,
but rather a tool to treat the pain associated with opiate
withdrawal. Patients were instructed to follow-up
within 1–5 days, depending on the clinic, and to leave
the device on for the entire 5-day period, since removal

Figure 1. BRIDGE device with general area of generator and
lead placement.

of the device prior to this time usually results in recurrence of symptoms. Patients were also instructed to
return the device once removed so that is could be
properly disposed. Any adverse outcome associated
with the device was also recorded including localized
pain, infections, or neurological complaints not related
to withdrawal. Informed consent was not obtained due
to the retrospective study design. The human research
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Medical College of
Wisconsin approved this study (PRO00027502).

Data analysis
The main outcome measured was reduction in withdrawal scores as measured by the COW scale. Although
the primary outcome of this study was to assess
improvement in symptoms during withdrawal from
opioids, successful transition to MAT was also investigated in a subset of patients. Those subjects returning
to clinic on day 5 post-BRIDGE placement and receiving their first dose of maintenance medication with the
opioid receptor antagonist, naltrexone, were considered
to be successfully transitioned.
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version
19. Basic descriptive statistics were used for participant
demographics. Nonparametric analysis with repeated
measures ANOVA was used to evaluate effectiveness
in reducing withdrawal scores across all time periods
measured. Missing COWS scores were encountered at
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20 min (11/73) and at 60 min (2/73). Imputing of
missing data was not performed, and analysis was
made only with available data since the missing values
were considered missing at random. Data were presented as mean (±standard deviation), and p<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

withdrawal score prior to receiving the first dose of
naltrexone was 0.6 (97.1% reduction). In the entire
cohort of 73 patients, 64 (88.8%) successfully transitioned to MAT after BRIDGE placement. No adverse
events were recorded in any subject during the entire
time of neurostimulation with the BRIDGE.

Results

Discussion

A total of 73 subjects were included. In this cohort, the
mean age was 32.9 (9.4) years old and 65% were male.
The mean length of drug use was 70 (55) months and
90.5% of the subjects had been using opioids for at least
2 years.
Immediately prior to BRIDGE placement, the majority
of patients in this study, 53/73 (72.6%), fell into the
moderate withdrawal range, while 16/73 (21.9%) were in
the moderately severe range and 4/73 (5.4 %) were in the
mild range. In the entire cohort, the mean (standard
deviation) COWS score prior to BRIDGE placement
was 20.1 (±6.1). The BRIDGE decreased scores to a
mean of 7.5 (±5.9) by 20 minutes (62.7% reduction
p<0.001), 4.0 (±4.4) by 30 minutes (80% reduction,
p<0.001), and 3.1 (±3.4) after 60 minutes (84.6% reduction, p<0.001) (Figure 2). Overall, 73/73 (100%) subject
had a reduction in COW scores by 60 minutes with a
minimum decrease in at least 36.4%. At 60 minutes 57/73
(78.0%) had withdrawal scores of ≤3. No rescue medications were used in any subject during the first 60 minutes
after device placement. During the entire 5-day period, no
antipsychotic, narcotic or benzodiazepine medications
were given. Thirty eight percent (28/73) of patients
received an antiemetic.
A subset of patients also had withdrawal scores
recorded 5 days after BRIDGE placement and prior to
transitioning to MAT (n=33). In this group, the average

This pilot study is the first to demonstrate that the signs
and symptoms of opioid withdrawal can be rapidly and
effectively attenuated without the use of pharmacotherapy. The effects on decreasing withdrawal scores were
extremely robust and lasted throughout the induction
phase. Within 20 minutes of BRIDGE device application,
there was a 62.7% reduction in withdrawal scores and
84.6% by 60 minutes. Five-day post-BRIDGE placement,
withdrawal scored had been reduced by 97% in a subgroup of patients. Overall, 88.8% of patients in the entire
cohort successfully transitioned to MAT.
These properties of percutaneous electrical nerve
field stimulation (PENFS) and the technique used in
this study make it very different from other therapies,
including acupuncture. Unlike acupuncture, this type
of treatment is designed to be used continuously in the
outpatient setting. Also, electroacupuncture delivers
very different electrical current and unlike PENFS
with the BRIDGE, and it requires precise placement
of needles in specific “acupoints” in the ear by a trained
expert. A study that investigated the effects of electroacupuncture on opioid withdrawal symptoms showed a
delay of up to two days to demonstrate any efficacy in
alleviating withdrawal scores, even with the concomitant use of opioid receptor agonists.(37) In this study,
no side-effects were reported with the BRIDGE. This is
consistent with a previous report of over 1,200 patients

Figure 2. Opioid withdrawal scores before and after BRIDGE device placement. A significant decrease in scores was seen after just 20
minutes with an 84.6% reduction from baseline by 60 minutes and 97% after 5 days (*p<0.001 vs. baseline scores).
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that reported minimal to no side-effects using percutaneous nerve field stimulation for other indications.(38)
However, more studies are needed to investigate the
exact mechanism responsible for the clinical effects
seen.
A common central link between a state of chronic pain
and opioid dependence appears to be the limbic region.
(34,39–43). The amygdala, in particular, is a brain region
which is involved in the emotional component of pain
processing, and activation of this area has also been associated with the negative emotional state of withdrawal to
opioids and drug craving.(44) The auricular branches of
four cranial nerves (V, VII, IX, and X) in the external ear
have projections to the brainstem, in particular, the NTS.
(20,28,29) Neurostimulation with the BRIDGE is thus
likely to modulate the NTS, which acts as a “relay station”
to higher brain structures involved in autonomic control
and nociception, including the rostral ventral medulla,
hypothalamus, and amygdala.(30,31) The negative emotional state of withdrawal primarily involves the amygdala,
which processes the emotional component of pain and fear
conditioning. Preclinical data in an animal model of pain
suggest not only a significant attenuation of amygdala
neuronal firing after 15 minutes of neurostimulation with
the BRIDGE device, but also a 47% reduction in spontaneous activity of lumbar spinal neurons.(35) This suggests
that in addition to the modulatory effects of the amygdala
on spinal cord neurons, other areas may be involved since
nociceptive drives entering the spinal cord are subject to
modulation from pontomedullary nuclei such as the periaqueductal gray (PAG) and rostro ventral medulla (RVM).
These areas also get input from the NTS.(45–49) Further
studies are needed to investigate the effects of neurostimulation on other brain regions as well as the effects on
neurotransmitters known to be deranged during opioid
withdrawal including norepinephrine, ACTH, cortisol,
and endorphins.(50,51) Improvement in withdrawal symptoms during neurostimulation could also theoretically
result from improvement in dopamine levels in limbic
structures that have been shown to be significantly low in
during withdrawal.(52,53)
In this study, the COW scale was used as a tool to
evaluate the signs and symptoms experienced during withdrawal. This scale has been clinically validated and is commonly used in drug treatment protocols to assess the
severity of opioid withdrawal.(54) It includes assessment
of heart rate, sweating, restlessness, pupil size, somatic pain,
runny nose, GI upset, tremors, yawning, anxiety or irritability, and gooseflesh skin. Because it includes subjective
symptoms along with objective signs, it limits the possibility
of feigned responses. The majority of patients in this study
fell into the moderate range of withdrawal, which is consistent with other studies using pharmacotherapy as initial
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treatment.(9,10,15) A recent study that compared treatment outcomes in opioid-dependent patients with different
buprenorphine/naloxone induction doses found that baseline COWS scores influence treatment retention rates.(8) A
different study that investigated predictors of outcomes
using methadone and buprenorphine therapy concluded
that higher withdrawal scores are associated with poorer
retention.(13) Thus, having a treatment that offers rapid
and effective improvement could lead to improved compliance and better treatment outcomes. The results of the
study may therefore have significant clinical implications.
To address the opioid epidemic, the US Congress passed
the DRUG Addiction Treatment Act (55) to expand treatment options beyond specialized, addiction treatment centers.(56,57) This allows office-based physicians who
complete training to obtain a waiver, allowing them to
prescribe the opioid receptor agonist, buprenorphine to a
limited number of subjects.(58) Unfortunately, a recent
study suggests that only about 2.2% of American physicians have obtained a waiver and 90% of those were practicing in urban counties.(59) Some of the challenges
reported by physicians include lack of time, inadequate
staff support, concerns about DEA investigations, and
paperwork requirements.(17) While it is beyond the
scope of this study to compare outcomes of neurostimulation with the BRIDGE to those of commonly used pharmacotherapies, it seems logical that this type of therapy
could play an important role as a therapeutic option since it
could help overcome some of the current barriers encountered with pharmacotherapy.(60,61) The BRIDGE requires
minimal training, can be used by physician extenders without limitations on the number of subjects treated, and can
be implemented without the fear of inducing a precipitated
withdrawal. At a cost of approximately $500 per device,
which requires a one-time use, it is also likely to be cost
effective and easily accessible. It is important to keep in
mind that pharmacotherapy with opioid receptor agonists
and/or antagonists plays an indispensable role not only in
long-term maintenance therapy, but also during the induction phase in certain patients.
Limitations of the current study included the uncontrolled, retrospective study design, and the relatively small
sample size. While randomized, placebo controlled trials
have the highest level of validity, most individuals in the
current study presented in moderate to severely moderate
withdrawal. The concern of using a placebo or sham device
in such a vulnerable population must be taken into consideration in future studies. While the data in the current
study were collected retrospectively, the objective and subjective COWS scores were all recorded prospectively during
intervals of clinical care. This eliminates recall bias and
helps establish the temporal relationship of the results.
Another weakness of the study was that the potential
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presence of psychiatric disorders other than opioid dependence and more precise drug use patterns could not be
included in the analysis. Studies suggest that perhaps the
types of drugs used or the presence of other psychiatric
disorders could influence treatment outcomes.(62,63)
Although a large percentage of subjects successfully transitioned to MAT, the study took place in an outpatient setting
and thus did not allow us to record withdrawal scores or the
use of adjunct medications between day 1 and day 5.
Finally, the study design did not allow for long-term follow-up, which is also an important limitation.
In summary, percutaneous nerve field stimulation with
the BRIDGE device is associated with a reduction in opioid
withdrawal scores and allows for an effective transition to
secondary therapy. With the urgent need to expand access
to opioid addiction treatment, this approach could become
an important treatment option and help eliminate some of
the barriers to increasing access in the primary care setting.
While this approach can improve the symptoms associated
with opioid withdrawal, it is likely to be an adjunct to
currently available therapies that include MAT and counseling which are key components of the recovery process.
The majority of patients in this cohort were treated with
the BRIDGE device with the intent to transition to longacting injectable naltrexone. While this seems like a logical
target population given the battery life of the device which
coincides with the abstinence time required to initiate
treatment, improving symptoms of withdrawal and providing comfort to patients would be beneficial in almost
any setting. Additionally, it seems reasonable to consider
that removing the fear of experiencing severe symptoms
associated with opioid withdrawal may motivate and
encourage more individuals to seek treatment in the future.
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